Lesion of the medial prefrontal cortex and the subthalamic nucleus selectively affect depression-like behavior in rats.
Major depression (MD) has been projected to be the first leading cause of disability worldwide. Still, the pathophysiological processes and factors leading to depression remain largely unknown. The present study investigated the differential effects of selective medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and subthalamic nucleus (STN) lesions on depression-like and depression-associated behavior in rats, using the following behavioral paradigms: (i) learned helplessness model testing depressive behavior, (ii) elevated plus-maze testing anxious behavior, (iii) 8-arm radial maze testing cognitive performance and (iv) the open-field testing locomotion. Lesion of both, the mPFC or the STN selectively increased depression-like behavior in rats. These effects were not biased by any effects on depression-associated behavior, such as increased anxiety, cognitive impairment or deficits in locomotion. The behavioral data presented in this study support a specific involvement of the mPFC in the pathophysiology of MD and point towards a potent regulatory function of the STN in processing limbic information towards cortical and subcortical regions in the brain pathophysiologically relevant in the manifestation of MD.